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Opposing forces continue to shape the overall Eclipse market into 2019. An overall improvement in the availability of parts and 
quality of support has enhanced the ownership experience for many, while the lack of a conclusion to the ongoing Chapter 11 
at One Aviation continues to fuel FUD (Fear, Uncertainty, and Doubt). Originally envisioned as a short transition, the “pre-
packaged” Chapter 11 entered its 10th month in July, stoking fears that the market could soon witness a shift to a Chapter 7 
liquidation. Buyers and sellers are thus left to speculate about possible future scenarios, which is perhaps why many appear to 
be waiting for clarity.

Transaction volume during the first half of 2019 was down significantly from previous years, following a trend that began in late 
2018. A total of 11 aircraft traded hands in the first half of the year, a 40% reduction from the previous 3 years (all of which saw 
either 18 or 19 sales). AEROCOR maintained its footprint in the space, representing 55% of all aircraft sold. While overall 
sales volume was lower than previous years, the rate of aircraft coming to market also slowed, resulting in a consistent, 
though “healthy,” supply of pre-owned aircraft. Supply hovered at just over 10% of the in-service fleet, which is in line with 
other light jet markets, such as the Mustang, Phenom, CJ, CJ1, and CJ1+; all of which currently host supply levels between 
9-13%. Values in the Eclipse market followed the consistent supply trend, remaining largely flat throughout the first two 
quarters of the year.

ADS-B continues as a topic of discussion, with nearly 60% of the fleet now equipped. Perhaps not surprising, these 
installations are skewed towards “upper end” aircraft, with 75% of the IFMS v2.5 - v2.8 aircraft now ADS-B compliant, and only 
23% of Avio v1.0 - v1.3 aircraft outfitted with necessary equipment. The first half of 2019 saw new installations completed at a 
rate equal to 95% of the predicted “ideal shop capacity.” If installations continue at this rate, over 40 aircraft will remain without 
ADS-B equipment (and will thus be grounded) when regulations go into effect on January 1st. Owners considering a sale are 
advised to install ADS-B equipment as soon as possible, as non-compliant aircraft may be forced to offer pricing concessions 
as the deadline draws closer.

While macro trends have been (and will continue to be) influenced by the status of the Chapter 11 filing, micro trends within 
the Eclipse market are slightly different among the various versions of the aircraft. For more detailed analysis of these trends, 
it is often useful to divide the market into like-kind “segments.” These segments are largely defined by the avionics version 
installed, and these market segments display unique trends as follows:

Avio 1.0 - Avio 1.3 (Legacy aircraft)
Though several aircraft were listed for sale throughout the first half of the year, no legacy aircraft traded hands. While some 
aircraft were priced irrationally, the lack of sales among more reasonably priced aircraft could be an indication of a lack of 
demand. If this trend continues, sellers may soon be forced to adjust prices in order to re-align with reduced demand.

Avio 1.5 - Avio 1.7 (Garmin aircraft)
Garmin equipped aircraft remain popular, and although the segment is currently oversupplied, all but one aircraft are predicted 
to be sold or withdrawn in the next 30 days. Many aircraft in the segment lack expensive component updates (such as glass 
windshields), and value conscious buyers will typically demand a concession before proceeding with a sale. Inappropriately 
priced aircraft can expect to remain on the market indefinitely.

IFMS v2.0
Supply within the IFMS v2.0 segment grew slightly, though it still remains below previous year’s July inventory levels. Values 
remained nearly flat, with very slight (but consistent) downward pressure. As values decline in other segments (i.e. as values 
decline among IFMS v2.5 aircraft), owners of v2.0 aircraft can be forced to consider price reductions in order to remain 
competitive within the broader market.

IFMS v2.5 - v2.8 (Plus)
Auto-Throttle equipped aircraft have proven popular this year, accounting for over half the aircraft sold in 2019. In particular, 
supply among IFMS v2.7 / v2.8 aircraft has fallen, with only 6 available for sale. Of those, 3 are under contract to be sold, 
leaving only 3 aircraft available. Owners of IFMS v2.7 or v2.8 aircraft contemplating a sale may wish to enter the market while 
supply levels remain low. 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Eclipse 500
48 Month Adjusted Sale Prices Trend

(Sale prices adjusted for engine program enrollment, average total time, common options, etc. Dashed 
lines represent regions where no direct market data exists.)

Eclipse 500/550 
12 Month Pre-Owned “For Sale” Inventory Trend

(does not include “off-market” aircraft)
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$1,123,875
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AEROCOR is the world’s largest broker of pre-owned Eclipse aircraft, 
offering brokerage and buyer assistance services aimed at helping buyers 
through the process of acquiring a turbine aircraft. Contact our offices at 

747-777-9505 to learn more.  

For More Information Contact: 

Justin Beitler 
(747)200-6004 

justin@AEROCOR.com 


